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Hybrid soft computing approach for determining water quality
indicator: Euphrates River
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Abstract Recent approaches toward solving the regression

problems which are characterized by dynamic and nonlinear

pattern such as machine learning modeling (including arti-

ficial intelligence (AI) approaches) have proven to be useful

and successful tools for prediction. Approaches that inte-

grate predictive model with optimization algorithm such as

hybrid soft computing have resulted in the enhancement of

the accuracy and preciseness of models during problem

predictions. In this research, the implementation of hybrid

evolutionary model based on integrated support vector

regression (SVR) with firefly algorithm (FFA) was investi-

gated for water quality indicator prediction. The monthly

water quality indicator (WQI) that was used to test the hybrid

model over a period of 10 years belongs to the Euphrates

River, Iraq. The use of the WQI as an application for this

researchwas stimulated based on the fact thatWQI is usually

calculated using a manual formulation which takes much

time, efforts and occasionally may be associated with errors

that were not intended during the subindex calculations. The

parameters considered during the formulation of the pre-

diction model were water quality parameters as input and

WQI as output. The SVR model was used to verify the

accuracy of the inspected SVR–FFA model. Different sta-

tistical metrics such as best fit of goodness and absolute error

measures were used to evaluate the model. The performance

of the hybrid model in recognizing the dynamic and non-

linear pattern characteristics was high and remarkable

compared to the pure model. The SVR–FFAmodel was also

demonstrated to be a good and robust soft computing tech-

nique toward the prediction of WQI. The proposed model

enhanced the absolute error measurements (e.g., root mean

square error and mean absolute error) over the SVR-based

model by 42 and 58%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Soft computing techniques such as the AI techniques

belong to the mathematical computational systems which

usually involves a mimic process. AI models are
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